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Madam Chair, 
 
It is with great pleasure that the South African delegation participates in this the 58th 
Session of the Scientific and Technical Sub-committee (STSC) of the UNCOPUOS. 
We would also like to make use of this opportunity to reaffirm our support to you and 
we look forward to actively contributing to the successful realisation of the Agenda 
before us over the next two weeks. 
  
My delegation also wishes to express our sincerest appreciation for the work carried 
out by the Office for Outer Space Affairs, and its Director Ms Simonetta Di Pippo and 
of course to the Secretariat for their dedicated work, in preparing for, and servicing 
this 58th Session of the STSC under these difficult and challenging circumstances. 
 
Madam Chair, 
 
 
Since we last met, the South Africa National Space Agency (SANSA) has made 
significant progress after having responded to the International Civil Aviation 
Organisation (ICAO) designation; as we mentioned in our Space Weather Statement 
last week. Today South Africa is proud to report that the construction of a 24-hour, 
state of the art regional space weather centre to expand its operational capacity has 
commenced for completion in October 2022. We believe that the enhanced 
capability will position our country amongst global experts whilst offering world-class 
space weather solutions to the African continent.  
 
Furthermore, South Africa continues to find ways and means to address ease of 
access to satellite data and in this regard is commissioning a platform known as 
Digital Earth South Africa (DESA) through its agencies SANSA and the South 
African Radio Astronomy Observatory (SARAO). DESA is a data cube for ingesting 
analysis-ready satellite imagery from the national satellite archive, which will facilitate 
the development of earth observation products and services.  
 
Madam Chair, 
 
During this challenging time of a global pandemic, which is resulting in a financial 
recession, the South African government has mobilised public and private sector 
funding to prioritise infrastructure development to support economic growth and job 
creation through our government’s Sustainable Infrastructure Development 
Symposium (SIDS) initiative. The SIDS initiative has ranked space infrastructure 
investment as a high priority due to ever-increasing dependency on technological 
systems, which rely on space infrastructure. SANSA has therefore been given a go 
ahead, to develop a Space Infrastructure Hub as part of the SIDS initiative with 
additional funding. The project will include various satellite builds (Earth observation 
and space science missions), a new ground station, an expanded data segment and 
a new data visualisation centre, activation of the satellite-based augmentation 
system over Southern Africa, the development of products and services for use 
across all spheres of government, and human capital development and training. 
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Madam Chair, 
 
The increase of space debris is also a matter of concern for South Africa due to the 
risk that it poses to space systems, and a consequent risk of disruption of the many 
space-based services on which we all rely. In this regard, we are honoured with the 
facilitation work undertaken by South Africans, the progress on the re-establishment 
of the new working group with its bureau to lead and take further discussion on 
outstanding Guidelines on the Long –Term Sustainability of Outer Space activities. 
South Africa acknowledges with appreciation the excellent work of the many experts 
that participated in this Working Group leading to the UNGA approval. South Africa 
implores on all delegations to employ the spirit of compromise and stride to reach a 
solution during this session of the STSC as the opposite is not delaying the 
impending great work ahead but also delays implementation of the approved 
guidelines. South Africa thus looks forward to critical discussion of the remaining 
Guidelines of the Long-Term Sustainability of Outer Space as soon as the Bureau for 
the Working Group is established.  
 
Madam Chair, 
 
South Africa values the importance of international cooperation and collaboration for 
the development of space science and technology. Through SANSA, South Africa 
enjoys active collaboration with the likes of the European Space Agency and the 
BRICS Space Agencies. The recently signed cooperation agreement with ESA 
amongst other projects, is supporting SANSA’s establishment of a concurrent design 
facility. With respect to the BRICS initiatives: 1) SANSA and the Brazilian Space 
Agency (AEB) are working on the hosting of an space industry cooperation workshop 
between the South African Space Industry Association, ZASPACE Inc. and the 
Brazilian Space Industry players; 2) SANSA and ROSCOSMOS are currently 
implementing a project on the installation and use of the electro-optical system for 
detection and measurement of motion parameters of space debris objects (PanEOS; 
3) SANSA and the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) are concluding 
discussions on the establishment of a NavIC Range and Integrity Monitoring Station 
(IRIMS) in South Africa. 4) SANSA and the China Centre for Resources Satellite 
Data and Applications (CRESDA) have signed a letter of intent on realizing China 
MOST's efforts on the CBERS-04A data reception and distribution in South Africa. 
We also participate in the efforts of the BRICS Working Group on Geospatial 
Technology (BRICS WG-GS) aimed at promoting Geospatial Research, Technology 
Development and Applications at national, regional and global levels amongst the 
BRICS countries as introduced by India in 2016; through the submission of joint 
research proposals.   
 
Furthermore, South Africa has put its signature on the international treaty 
establishing the Square Kilometre Array Organisation (SKAO) as an 
intergovernmental organisation tasked with building and operating the world’s most 
powerful radio astronomy telescope. Seven countries including South Africa, 
Australia, China, Italy, the Netherlands, Portugal and the United Kingdom signed the 
SKA treaty. The new Observatory, known as SKAO is head-quartered in the UK with 
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astronomy sites in Australia and South Africa. A vital part of the effort towards 
building the full SKA on the African continents is the African Very Long Baseline 
Interferometry (VLBI) Network (AVN).  
 
The Radio Astronomy and Optical Astronomy telescopes hosted in South Africa are 
national landmarks and icons for science and technology in the Republic and Africa, 
and are an example of how international cooperation and collaboration can advance 
science and technology. The republic hosts the mid-frequency component of the 
Square Kilometre Array (SKA) telescope and Southern African Largest Telescope 
(SALT). The SKA is very sensitive to Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) and needs 
protection from surrounding radio frequency emissions (terrestrial and satellite 
transmissions). SALT is very sensitive to dust and light pollutions and needs 
protection from surrounding activities capable of producing dust and light pollutions. 
 
To protect the astronomy observation and scientific activities, a strong legal and 
regulatory framework has been developed and put in place in South Africa. The 
SALT and SKA are protected at the national level from ground-based RFI, dust and 
light pollution. The legislation and regulations developed at the National level are not 
applicable to outer space activities, which continue to cause significant interference 
and have negatively impact on the highly sensitive observations of the SKA and 
SALT. 
 
In particular, the newly planned satellite mega-constellations in Low Earth Orbit 
(LEO) will cause a significant increase in the light pollution and RFI, affecting the 
telescope observations in certain portions of the radio spectrum. As such, South 
Africa supports the conference room paper on the Recommendations to Keep Dark 
and Quiet Skies for Science and Technology, as presented by the International 
Astronomical Union. The concerns raised in the paper further emphasise the 
urgency of the Working Group of Long Term Sustainability of Outer Space Activities 
and the work before it, which South Africa has always had a keen interest on.  
 
 
Madam Chair,  
 
South Africa has in recent years made intentional investments in the development of 
space technology and capacity at its higher education institutions. The cubesat 
programme at the Cape Peninsula University of Technology (CPUT) has produced in 
excess of 60 Masters Graduates, and has launched two nanosatellites that are still 
active in space. My delegation is pleased to announce that the institution has 
recently completed the development of a 3-satellite constellation of cubesats that will 
monitor the country’s exclusive economic zone. In a first for the African continent, the 
constellation will be launched later this year.  
 
In another first for the continent, researchers and students at the University of 
KwaZulu-Natal’s Aerospace Systems Research Group successfully launched two 
hybrid rockets as part of the Phoenix Hybrid Sounding Rocket Program. The 
successful launch saw one of the test rockets travel 17.9 km into the air achieving a 
new African hybrid rocket altitude record, a significantly huge success for South 
African engineering and the development of African satellite rocket launch capability. 
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In this regard, the country requires adopting a careful balancing act to take in 
consideration the preservation of the night skies.  
 
 
Madam Chair, 
 
 
South Africa continues to break new ground in exploring the best possible ways to 
ensure that space activities are conducted in accordance and in compliance with 
existing rules of international space law. In this respect, South Africa continues to 
believe that space activities should be beneficial to all humankind and contribute to 
prosperity and sustainable development of all nations. These activities should be 
governed by the rule of transparent and the progressive development of space law to 
ensure a supportive and the peaceful use of space to the benefit of all should be 
ensured. In this regard, South-Africa is in process of taking its reviewed legislation 
through the process of government approval. 
 
Madam Chair,  
 
In closing allow me to reiterate the view that the exploration and use of Outer Space 
is the domain of all countries, both the established spacefaring nations, as well as 
the currently emerging space nations, and this principle should be one of the 
overarching principles that guides all the activities of the STSC and UNCOPUOS. 
 
 
Thank You. 
 
 


